
Elizabeth 'Liz' Stride, thought to be Jack's
3rd victim, was found murdered here
(formerly known as Berner's St) on 30
Sept 1888. It was exciting to stand in this
very spot and listen to a feminist retelling
of her story. Being able to talk about these
women without the morbid fascination of
Jack as a killer helps us to acknowledge
them as humans, just like ourselves. 

01 WHITECHAPEL
Travel to Whitechapel and walk in the
tracks of Jack The Ripper. Explore the life
stories of five of Jack's murder victims.
What stories did the press NOT tell?

KATE EDDOWES

Catherine "Kate"
Eddowes was my
assigned victim to talk
about. Getting to learn
about her, then tell her
story in the place she
died felt special. Leading
up to the excursion, 
I'd felt like I'd gotten to almost know her,
which made visiting the locations of her story
very meaningful. She's been remembered by
many as a prostitute with a drinking problem.
In reality, she was in fact not a prostitute, and
was also a great businesswoman.

This week helped me to get a good
foundation of knowledge of the
history of crime in the UK. We
learned about how society
glamorizes and fetishizes murder,
and has been for hundreds of years
now. This was a great way to preface
how we would observe crime fiction
through an intersectional feminist
lens for the rest of the term.

SUMMARY



02 BRITISH NOIR
During this week, we observed gendered
geographies through the genre of British
Noir. 

We watched Hidden, which
gave us a great look into UK
crime fiction as inspired by
Nordic Noir. I noticed in the
show that there was
essentially no notion of
racial diversity or people of
color. I often want to deem
this problematic, but I also
want to consider the fact
that this may be a reality
of the region itself as well,
since these are
predominantly white
communities. I think this
feeds back into the concept
of "affinity for whiteness."

how are spaces gendered?

This was the week
we had traveled to
Wales. While I
thought it was
beautiful, the
landscape was very
similar to that of
the shows we
observed during
that week (as
Hidden was indeed
set in Welsh
regions). It is
overcast, and
maintains that
seemingly
foreboding
landscape we'd
discussed with
regards to Nordic
Noir.

SUMMARY
This week was important because we were
given the opportunity to analyze landscapes
and spaces as gendered. It's no secret that
it's already in the language, such as
"mother nature." In both the show and real
life Wales, you'll find that the landscape is
quiet, pure, and untouched. Sort of like the
expectations that are put on women in
Western colonial society. We feminize
nature as we feminize women, rendering
them under the control of men. 



03 DETECTIVE FICTION, CRIME DRAMA, &
COMPLICATED WOMEN

This week, we
discussed detective
fiction as a
traditionally male-
centered drama, and
how the woman-
sleuth disrupts
this.

It was interesting to read Talking To
The Dead while discussing the woman
sleuth. The main character is a woman
sleuth, but it seems as if this and the
crime story itself is impeded by the
fact that the author is a man. Example
includes the way the medical gaze
seems apparent in this description of a
murder victim's body:
"She's pretty. That was clear from the
photos, but she's more delicate in real
life, fine-boned and sensitive."

As a woman sleuth, Vera adamantly defies
stereotypical notions of gender as a woman sleuth. She
is not portrayed as a young, pretty, or sensitive
detective. She is very direct and does not let emotions
get in the way of her work. She is yet still complicated,
serious, and knows what she wants. Her age also
doesn't render her invisible. This combats the way the
male gaze has constructed most women in crime
fiction.

I enjoyed learning about complicated characters
this week, as it inspired me for my critical

essay. I learned that in crime fiction,
complicated female protagonists only become

complicated when aspects of their identity and
behaviors are unconventional to common social

systems of patriarchy. Subversing the male
gaze challenges patriarchal notions- that the

woman sleuth can be successful without being
"crazy", and challenges femininity altogether.

SUMMARY



04 THE UK JUSTICE SYSTEM
This week we took a closer look at the
criminal justice system in the UK,
versus our previous knowledge of the
US justice system.

I absolutely loved Line of Duty. Not only
for the diverse representation of people of
color, but also for women of color. I used
Lisa's character to help analyze
complicated women in crime fiction for
my critical analysis essay- since her
identity as a mixed-race woman creates a
unique experience for her as a criminal.
Additionally, Line of Duty's entire premise
is based on a unit of police who
investigate police corruption, which
undermines the popular notion that police
are our 'saviors'.

Visiting Old Bailey was
one of the coolest
experiences in London for
me. We got to go inside a
public gallery and sit in
on a real murder trial,
something I've never even
been able to do in the US.
What was most
fascinating to me was the
amount of people involved
in the entire process of
the trial. In the US, it
seems to be so much
fewer.

 

Summary

This week was important because it allowed

us to have a discussion about the true

meaning of justice. We're conditioned to

believe that Western police systems are the

end-all-be-all of justice served, yet history

shows a plethora of diverse groups who

suffer by the flaws of the system. Crime

fiction doesn't often portray this accurately,

yet we are so eager to consume it as

entertainment because we're taught to

believe that police coming out "on top"

equates "justice served."

Does justice always mean 'getting the bad

guy'? What about victims? What about their

loved ones? What are we doing to fix the

system at large?



05 GENDER, ETHNICITY AND WAR
This week we observed how war can
impact the experiences of minorities
through gender, sexuality, and
ethnicity.

We also got to learn about the story of Bletchley
Circle, by watching the movie The Imitation
Game and visiting Bletchley Park in person. The
history of Bletchley Circle in WWII tells an
amazing story about several impeccable smart
women who contributed to ending the war with
their critical thinking skills, despite the
patriarchal norms of the time that prevented
most women from participating in projects with
educated men. It also tells the story of Alan
Turing who spearheaded the mission to solve
Enigma. Despite his amazing feat, society was
unable to see past his homosexuality, which
ultimately led to his suicide.

The Skeleton Road was a book
that seemed to have twists and
turns left and right. It was a
great way to view gender and
ethnicity through the context of
war- specifically, The Balkans
Wars. A big part of the plot was
following the story of feminists
risked their lives to save women
who were victims of war crimes.
Murder committed by the story's
villain in the name of justice
brings us back to the question
"what is justice?" Is revenge
really justice?

Summary
This week was impactful because we were able to
observe the ways in which war can impact
gender and ethnic minorities, from all ends of
systems of power. The Imitation Game and The
Skeleton Road helped us to analyze how even
employed or educated women are still faced with
discrimination from those in power, even when
contributing to war efforts. We also saw how
crimes as a result of war can incite violence on
women and sexual and ethnic minorities as well.
We're encouraged to see war efforts as 'for the
greater good', yet our eyes are shielded from the
danger it poses on so many people just like
ourselves.



06 RACE & ETHNICITY
This week we observed Critical Race
Theory, racism and xenophobia through
the context of crime fiction.

McDonald & Dodds was a refreshingly
lighthearted crime drama. Although it is
full of comedic relief, there is much to say
about the statement of race in the show.
DCI Lauren McDonald clearly stands out
due to her identity as a person of color,
and the show's dialogue certainly doesn't
shy away from that. We see many
examples of coded racism and assumptions
made about McDonald due to her gender.
Characters often underestimate her, but
she subverts this with her driven
demeanor and assertive attitude. 

It was exciting to read one of the
few books out there by a mystery
writer of color. Crime fiction is a
genre that almost always
assumes whiteness, but i this
book was a refreshing way to
observe crime (in this case,
terrorism) through the
perspective of an ethnically
diverse family. Moreover, this
author is able to shed light on the
realities of being Muslim when
faced with Muslim extremism.
Western imperialism often
conditions us to think of Muslims
as a homogenous group of people,
which exacerbates discrimination
towards the Muslim community
as a whole.

Summary
This week was particularly important
because it's critical to discuss race when
observing crime fiction, as it is with crime
in the real world as well. We were able to
have a discussion about what it means to
examine crime from a racially diverse
perspective, and how systems of power in
the Western colonial world encourage us to
assume whiteness.



07 GENDERED GEOGRAPHIES:
    THE VILLAGE COZY

This week we observed The Village Cozy,
a much more friendly genre of British
crime fiction.

We also visited Oxford this week, which is
a typical setting for Academic Mysteries in
British crime fiction. The enclosed space
provides for the exclusive, elite
community that a village cozy loves so
much. Additionally, a university makes for
a good cast of characters- students,
professors and the like, which allows for a
good mystery to upset an established
environment of privileged and educated
individuals in which nothing is supposed
to go wrong.

Agatha Raisin and The
Quiche of Death was
delightful. A great example
of the village cozy, this
crime fiction story
deviated from the popular,
morbid and bloody murder
crimes and seemingly
celebrated all the aspects of
a good mystery. We see
Agatha subvert gender
norms (those of which are
prominent in a small
community she's a
stranger in) with her
assertive, go-getter
personality and eagerness
to get ahead of the game.

Summary

This was a fun week to learn about British crime. It
was a nice opportunity to take a break from the dark
themes we'd been discussing. The village cozy is a
great demonstration of how a closed off community
with a specific order to daily life can make the perfect
setting for a mystery when a crime upsets the peace.
This serves as a reminder for how we're encouraged
to look at justice as being restored when everything
returns to the status quo... but we know that in the
real world, it's the status quo that usually needs
fixing.



08 SOCIAL CLASS IN BRITISH
CRIME

This week we observed the presence of
social class in British crime fiction, and
how class/classism effects the experiences
of different characters.

This is an image I took of Fortnum and
Mason during our excursion to Mayfair.
This place was breathtaking, almost
dripping in wealth when we were
surrounded by all the fancy cars and posh
stores. Supposedly this is the area that
Bertram's Hotel is based in, and it makes
sense that class has such a prominent
influence in the story. Many of us felt out
of place, and we understand from our
upbringing that there are unspoken rules
of the wealthy, privileged community that
we weren't taught to understand.

At Bertram's Hotel was a
pleasant read. Similar to the
village cozy, we see what
happens when such a great
emphasis on class is at
work. For the characters in
Agatha Christie's novel,
appearance is everything.
Appearance, money, and who
you know seems to be
occupying everyone's
priorities. Elvira's character
in the story gives us a look
into how the privilege of
being wealthy can help
someone get away with
crime.

Summary
This week helped us to understand how wealth and
financial privilege gives advantage to those of higher
social class. Additionally, in watching Happy Valley,
we can see how, much like in true crime of the real
world, we see those with more money benefitting
from crime, and those without money being punished
for it, even when their decisions seem to come from a
good place. Furthermore, we see the sort of choices
that financial desperation can drive a person to make.
This makes me take a larger look at our justice
system. Rather than ask why a bad person commits
crimes, I think the question is more so "what
circumstances pushed this person to make this
decision?" What were they feeling desperation from?



09 DISABILITY AND CRIME
FICTION

This week we examined what crime fiction
looks like when it intersects with disability.
How does disability serve/complicate
sleuthing?

The show The Tunnel maintained a gripping
storyline, however what makes the plot
unique is that one of the main detectives,
Elise, has Aspergers Syndrome. We get an
interesting look into how Elise's condition
effects her sleuthing abilities, and we learn
that she is strikingly good at her job. Emotion
is entirely removed from her work, which
frustrates some people and intimidates
others. She is hyper-fixated on solving the
mystery, which helps her to gather many
clues, however her emotional disconnect
renders her character very complicated.

Rubbernecker was indeed
my favorite book of the term
by far. Patrick, a medical
student with Aspergers, is a
very complicated character
and is quite puzzling to
everyone around him,
including his mother. You
can tell that his emotional
dissociation makes him a
determined worker, but
strains his relationship
with others. I couldn't help
but root for him either way,
since the story really makes
it look like everyone else is
the 'one with the problem'.
Maybe that's how it is for
people with disabilities in
real life?

Summary
I enjoyed this unit of learning about British crime
fiction because it gave us insight as to the perspective
of those with disabilities in a mystery. These characters
with Aspergers Syndrome had experiences that are very
unique compared to those that we've observed
throughout the term. Furthermore, I learned that crime
centering around characters with disabilities helps to
shed light on a world that assumes ability, as disability
wouldn't even exist if we lived in a world that catered to
bodies with disabilities just as much as it did to those
who are fully able.


